The retractable roof for your future.

Ball Tagawa West Coast Growers
Arroyo Grande, CA



Low Cost retractable poly roof!



100% frame supported retractable roof!



Available on all Agra Tech Arched Gutter Connected and Quonset houses!



May be Retrofitted to many other brands of greenhouses!

Closed

Partially Open

Fully Open

The retractable roof that seals itself
LOWER COST:
There’s no magic in Roll-A-Roof’s lower cost. It’s just a simpler system.
Agra Tech worked to develop the type of retractable roof that growers could afford to buy and use.
COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY
Roll-A-Roof allows you the flexibility to choose a gutter connected or quonset greenhouse
18’ wide to 45’ wide and may be controlled by computer, thermostat, or manually.
100% FRAME SUPPORTED
The Roll-A-Roof lays on top of and is supported by the arches of your greenhouse just like any
stationary poly-roof house.
RETRO FIT TO YOUR EXISTING HOUSE
If you already have an Agra Tech gutter connected or quonset arch house, you can easily upgrade
with the Roll-A-Roof. Many other brands can also have the Roll-A-Roof added as an upgrade.

Roll-A-Roof installed on a Thermolator 30’
Quonset located at University of California Irvine.

Roll-A-Roof shown on an Insulator 30 also
with an Energy Curtain located at
Garden Bloomers Takao Nursery

Testimonials
“The roof is such a good value, It gives us so many options.
It’s not just a conventional greenhouse any more. It can be a shade house.
If we open up everything, it’s like outdoor conditions. It gives growers like us a lot of flexibility.”
Danny Takao
Garden Bloomers Takao Nursery
Fresno, CA
“The roll-A-roof system gives Ball Tagawa the ability to better control natural light and enables
more ventilation in the greenhouse. This improves the height and tone of the plants.”
Dave Pruitt
Ball Tagawa West Coast Growers
Arroyo Grande, CA
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